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Appendix M.
Checklist for 

Conversation with 
Other Lawyers

You are likely to do a better job in a case—and enjoy it more—if 
you develop a good relationship with the other lawyer from the 
outset of the case. If you are working on a case with a lawyer 
you have never met or worked with before, it is very helpful to 
start by getting to know each other personally. If you are working 
on a case with a lawyer you already know, you obviously don’t 
need to start from scratch, but it still may be helpful to catch 
up with each other before you focus on the case. Ideally, you 
should have this conversation face-to-face, perhaps over coff ee or 
lunch. You might want to discuss some of the following topics in 
your fi rst conversation. Of course, this should feel like a personal 
conversation rather than an interview. So you will presumably 
want to discuss many of the following issues from your perspective 
as well as hearing from the other lawyer. For further suggestions, 
see Chapter 4.
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Personal Background
Information about their practice (e.g., how long they have practiced,  �
previous positions, types of cases they handle, types of processes they 
off er, description of their fi rm, their philosophy of practice).
Where they went to law school and college. �
Mutual acquaintances. �
Where they grew up and have lived. �
Members of their family. �
Personal interests such as travel, hobbies, sports, etc. �

Background about the Parties and the Case
Description of their client and the case �
How their client sees the problem. �
What their client really wants in the matter. �
Ways that the lawyers might work together to make the case go as  �
smoothly as possible.
Problems that they anticipate might arise and how you might work  �
together to avoid or deal with these problems.
Any “hot buttons” of their client that you should try to avoid  �
pushing.

Plans for Working Together
Ask what you can do to help them in this case. �
Ask what information that they will want. Off er to share information  �
informally (if your client has authorized this) or to seek client’s 
permission to provide the information.
Ask them for information that you will want and whether they would  �
provide this information informally (with their client’s permission).
Ask what types of professionals would be helpful or needed, if any, and  �
whether it would make sense to hire joint neutral professionals. Ask if 
there are professionals whom they respect and would recommend.
Ask what they see as the key legal and/or factual issues in the case. �
Ask about their ideas for the best way to proceed in the case and when  �
they think that negotiation might be appropriate.
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Ask whether they think that a face-to-face meeting with clients would  �
be helpful early in the case.
Ask if they would agree that you would both call each other before  �
fi ling motions in court (other than in emergencies), initiating discovery 
requests, and doing anything that the other side would consider as an 
unwelcome surprise.
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